
Circa August 26th 2022

     CURRICULUM VITAE: 
Autistic games developer with strong art and tech-
based background, looking for secure and welcoming job 
opportunities following numerous multimedia projects 
online. An attentive and meticulous worker who rarely 
neglects key information, even when it may seem 
innocuous in the moment to others. Boasts creative and 
ambitious approach to work ethic, self-organisation and 
all significant responsibilities entrusted by peers. 
References available on request.

Twitter: 
@BonsaiTreehouse 
 
Skype: 
‘George Alistair Cheal’ 
 
Email: 
chealgeorge@gmail.com 
 
Discord: 
The Bonsai Treehouse #7400

Portfolio: 
georgecheal.wixsite.com/bonsaitreehouse 

 
LinkedIn: 

uk.linkedin.com/in/bonsaitreehouse 
 

Itch: 
thebonsaitreehouse.itch.io 

 
Nationality: 

GB (London)

GEORGE CHEAL
VIDEO GAME DEVELOPER, VISUAL AND NARRATIVE DESIGN

     EXPERIENCE: 
+ Independent Projects and Creative Collaborations (5+ Years): 
Released and showcased multiple games available for download on itchio as 
part of numerous team-based game jam events, personal creative efforts and 
charity drives, some of which are in active development. This includes 
multimedia explorations in visual arts, music restoration, critical and creative 
writing in addition to game creation, all to reinforce a drive for consistency, 
clarity and completeness in detail whether in a supportive or leading role.

     SKILLS: 
+ Teamwork:  Verbal, written, tangible communication and collaboration 
+ Game Development:  Multiple projects that explore systemic evocation 
+ User Experience:  Aims for concise, readable and accessible player interaction 
+ IT & Design:  Highly adept with vector art, digital paint tools and visual programs 
+ Multimedia:  Self-motivated, detail-oriented, always creating and connecting

     EDUCATION: 
FIRST CLASS BA HONS, GAME CULTURES at LSBU (2013 - 2016): 
+ Course Director's Award for Outstanding Achievement 
+ Course Representative Bronze Level 
+ Advanced Game Project - “You Are Worthless”, Unreal Engine 4 and Maya 3D on itchio 
+ Dissertation - Wrote “Ludonarrative Style and Pitfall” about early to modern narrative design 
+ Tangible Play - Conceived usability education guides and two eye-tracking Lifelites games

     ABOUT: 
Artistically expressive and honest from a young age. Socially eager, very outgoing, 
most casual and relaxed when spending time with equally energetic large groups of 
people. Greatly enjoys watching cartoons, baking treats, visual storytelling, virtual 
reality and physically oriented play. Infatuated with arcade-style party games like 
WarioWare and Bishi Bashi, colourful and stylish retro games from the Nintendo 64/
PlayStation One era, TV game shows Like Jungle Run and VCR board games like 
Atmosfear. Big fan of music from Philip Glass, Mike Patton and Com Truise.

+ Studio Experience (1+ Year): 
Gained paid contract experience testing VR apps for mobile VR devices with Facebook and 
Oculus by boasting experience with voluntary playtest programs on games like POOL PANIC by 
Rekim Ltd (published by Adult Swim Games) among various others. Playtesting continued with 
feedback and evenually contract testing for LASER LEAGUE at early alpha and mid-launch 
stages, with networking serving as a jumping-off point into independent game development.

PRE-UNIVERSITY ACHIEVEMENTS (2005-2013): 
+ Distinction Award in Foundation BTEC Course at Blake College 
+ A-Levels in Art & Design, CAD, Dramatic Studies and English Lang & Lit at QPCS 
+ GCSEs with the above subjects and multiple others at QPCS


